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WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER PRECEDENTS

WATERFRONT PARK + EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER
3.5 ACRES
350’ LONG
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER

1. CRUISE TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT SITE
2. WATERFRONT PROMENADE
3. PROPOSED WATERFRONT PROMENADE
4. PROPOSED GATEWAY
5. CULTURAL / RETAIL CENTER
6. EXISTING HABITAT BEACH
7. PROPOSED CULTURAL HERITAGE PARK
8. PROPOSED HABITAT BEACH
9. PROPOSED HABITAT TIDAL ISLAND
10. PROPOSED FINGER PIER
11. CONNECTION TO CRUISE TERMINAL
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER

EXISTING PIER 48
WATERFRONT PROMENADE
MAIN ST.
WASHINGTON ST.
WASHINGTON LANDINGS

RECONNECTING VIEWS TO THE BAY
NEW VIEWS TO THE CITY

WSBL
HABITAT BEACH

COLMAN DOCK
TERMINAL 46
WASHINGTON VIEW CORRIDOR

RECONNECTING VIEWS TO THE BAY
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER AT LOW TIDE
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER

- Expanded Beach
- Tidal Habitat Island
- Tidal Pool Basin
- Social Intersection + Gathering
- Cultural Heritage Park
- Cultural Center / Retail
- Expanded Promenade
- Terminal 46
- Connection to Cruise Ship Terminal
- Connection to Waterfront Park
- WSBL

- Opportunity for Passenger Only Ferry Dock
- Finger Pier
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER

- Expanded Habitat Beach
- Tidal Habitat Island
- Tidal Pool Basin
- Social Intersection + Gathering
- Cultural Heritage Park
- Cultural Center / Retail
- Expanded Promenade
- Terminal 46
- Connection to Cruise Ship Terminal
- Opportunity for Passenger Only Ferry Dock
- Connection to Waterfront Park
- WSBL
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER

- Expanded promenade
- Washington Landings
- Concept 3: An expanded beach + finger pier
- Expanded habitat beach
- Tidal habitat basin
- Tidal basin
- Tidal island
- Social intersection + gathering
- Cultural heritage park
- Cultural center / retail
- Connection to waterfront park
- Connection to cruise ship terminal
- Terminal 46
- WSBL
- Opportunity for passenger-only ferry dock
EXPANDED PROMENADE
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: AN EXPANDED BEACH + FINGER PIER AT HIGH TIDE

CULTURAL HERITAGE PARK
CONNECT TO WATERFRONT PARK
WSBL

CONNECTION TO CRUISE SHIP TERMINAL
TERMINAL 46

EXPANDED PROMENADE
EXPANDED HABITAT BEACH
TIDAL POOL BASIN
TIDAL HABITAT ISLAND
FINGER PIER
OPPORTUNITY FOR PASSENGER ONLY FERRY DOCK

CULTURAL CENTER / RETAIL
SOCIAL INTERSECTION + GATHERING
CULTURAL HERITAGE PARK

CONNECTION TO WATERFRONT PARK
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: A FINGER PIER + WATERS EDGE
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: A FINGER PIER + WATERS EDGE
WASHINGTON LANDINGS
CONCEPT 3: A FINGER PIER + WATERS EDGE